Decreased blood flow of the left thalamus during somnolent episodes in a case of recurrent hypersomnia.
A 24-year-old male with recurrent hypersomnia associated with decreased blood flow in the thalamus on single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) is reported. In the hypersomnolent period, the decrease of blood flow in the left thalamus was revealed in the SPECT and slow waves appeared sporadically or sometimes as a burst on the electroencephalogram (EEG). In a phase of insomnia in the convalescent period there were almost no slow waves in the resting EEG but many slow waves appeared on hyperventilation EEG and the power spectrum at this hyperventilation resembled the power spectrum at the resting EEG in the hypersomnolent period. In the remission period there was no abnormal data in these testings.